DESIGNER WORKSHOPS
‘Autumn - Winter 2017’

@ ANN TOWNEND HALL, CHURCH END (Twyning) GL20 6DA
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SIGN UP TO ALL 4 DESIGNER WORKSHOPS
Please choose either the Wednesday or Thursday sessions - you can swap to the
alternate day if necessary. Coffee/tea provided - please bring your own lunch

Wed. 23 August
OR
Thurs. 24 August
10.00 - 2.30pm

CANOPIED DESIGN

£65.00

A striking design where we create a square canopy of bleached flat and
regular cane. We will then arrange under and on the canopy for an
altogether different way of designing. Presented on a striking square
dish.
CONTAINER - 40cm X 40cm SQUARE GREY DISH

Wed. 13 September
OR
Thurs. 14 September
10.00 - 2.30pm

GO WILD WITH TROPICALS

£65.00

Here it’s all about free-style and free-form structures of natural twigs to
add depth and allow natural randomness in design. By using the bold
forms of tropical foliages, we can enhance these effects and add
interest. The structure also allows us to incorporate other tricks as well!
CONTAINER - 40cm X 40cm SQUARE GREY DISH

Wed. 11 October
OR
Thurs. 12 October
10.00 - 2.30pm

AUTUMN JEWELS

£65.00

Vertical design allows a unique form of presentation - think of the
trendy vertical wall gardens. For this workshop, we will delve into this
idea with an elevated circle shape and the gorgeous flowers, fruits,
grasses, berries and leaves that are provided by the autumn season.
CONTAINER - LARGE 50cm BOAT CONTAINER

Wed. 22 November
OR
Thurs. 23 November
10.00 - 2.30pm

ÜBER-TRENDY CANDLESHADE

£65.00

Just like a lamp-shade, but then for a candle! We will use 1.8mm stub
wires with short lengths of red dogwood spiked onto the tops. We will
insert the other end of the wires into a Birch wood slice and then add
some fun and exciting natural decoration to create a unique and longlasting design
CONTAINER - BIRCH WOOD SLICE

